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Dust acoustic waves in strongly coupled dissipative plasmas
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The theory of dust acoustic waves is revisited in the frame of the generalized viscoelastic hydrodynamic
theory for highly correlated dusts. Physical processes relevant to many experiments on dusts in plasmas, such
as ionization and recombination, dust-charge variation, elastic electron and ion collisions with neutral and
charged dust particles, as well as relaxation due to strong dust coupling, are taken into account. These pro-
cesses can be on similar time scales and are thus important for the conservation of particles and momenta in a
self-consistent description of the system. It is shown that the dispersion properties of the dust acoustic waves
are determined by a sensitive balance of the effects of strong dust coupling and collisional relaxation. The
predictions of the present theory applicable to typical parameters in laboratory strongly coupled dusty plasmas
are given and compared with the experiment results. Some possible implications and discrepanies between
theory and experiment are also discussed.

PACS number~s!: 52.25.Zb, 52.25.Vy, 52.25.Ub, 52.35.Fp
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I. INTRODUCTION

Plasmas containing dust particles are of much interest
cause of their relevance in many space and technolog
applications@1–3#. In the strongly coupled state the dus
can also form Coulomb crystals that can be easily studied
that dusty plasmas are also of interest to basic rese
@4–11#. In the last decade there has been much theore
and experimental work on the very low frequency du
acoustic waves~DAWs! @12–18#, which are dust oscillations
driven by the pressure of the electrons and ions. Most ex
ing theories consider the plasma as a collisionless or we
collisional gaseous system. On the other hand, many exp
ments are performed in discharges where collisional diss
tion and dust correlation are important. Recently, several
lisional and other dissipative processes have been stu
and found to affect significantly the plasma wave proper
@19–23#. Such processes are crucial both in maintaining
equilibrium state of the system and in determining t
dispersive/damping properties of the plasma fluctuatio
Furthermore, it was found@24–26,28,29# that the DAWs in
strongly coupled dust systems can be quite different fr
that in weakly coupled ones. In particular, negative disp
sion can occur when the Coulomb coupling parameteG
5qd

2/dTd ~whereqd52Zde is the charge on the dust grain
d the interdust distance, andTd the dust temperature! be-
comes sufficiently high@25,30#. Moreover, a transverse she
mode can also appear@25,28#.

The purpose of the present paper is to reconsider D
propagation in a plasma containing strongly correlated du
accounting for the relevant interactions among the electro
ions, and dusts. Such a unified study is of interest since
coupling involves some of the physical parameters govern
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the dissipative processes. A generalized dispersion rela
for the DAWs is derived. The short-relaxation-time hydrod
namic regime and the long-relaxation-time kinetic regime
then analyzed. It is shown that the negative dispersion in
short-wavelength high-dust-correlation regime are enhan
by dissipation. Other new or modified properties such as
quency cutoffs, multiple transitions in the wave dispersio
and enhanced damping are also investigated. The pre
theory is applicable to typical parameters in laborato
strongly coupled dusty plasmas. As an example, the pre
tions of DAW wave number with frequency are given a
compared with the experiment results@14#. Some possible
implication and discrepancies between theory and exp
ment are also discussed.

II. BASIC EQUATIONS

The average radiusa of the dust grains is assumed to b
much less than the average intergrain distanced, the electron
(le) and ion (l i) Debye radii, as well as the waveleng
2p/k. The dusts satisfyTd!Te,i , whereTe,i are the tem-
peratures of the electrons and ions, respectively. The ch
of a dust grain can vary because of the electron and ion g
currents arising from the potential difference between
dust surface and the adjacent plasma@31#.

The equations describing the propagation of DAWs
collisional plasmas with variable dust charge are@19#

] tne1¹~neve!52nedne1n ionne2beffne
2 , ~1!

ne
effve1

Te

mene
]xne52

e

me
E, ~2!

] tni1¹~niv i !52n idni1n ionne2beffne
2 , ~3!

n i
effv i1

Ti

mini
]xni5

e

mi
E, ~4!
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8502 PRE 62B. S. XIE AND M. Y. YU
wheren ion is the ionization rate,beff5b2bsi , b is the vol-
ume recombination rate, andbsi is the stepwise ionization
rate. The effective frequencies of electron and ion collisio
entering Eqs.~2! and ~4! are ne

eff5nei1nen1ne
el1ne

ch, and
n i

eff5n ie1n in1n i
el1n i

ch, respectively. Here,nen andn in are
the rates of electron and ion collisions with the neutrals, a
nei and n ie are the rates of electron-ion and ion-electr
collisions. The rates of elastic electron- and ion-dust C
lomb collisions are given byne

el52nedL exp(z)/3 and n i
el

52n idL/3(t1z)t, whereL5 ln(lp /a) is the Coulomb loga-
rithm and lp

25lpe
221lpi

22 . In general, the plasma Deby
lengthlp satisfiesa!lp @33#. For the charging collisions we
have@32#

ne
ch53n i

ch~41z!~11P!~t1z!

4t12z
5nd

chP
t1z

11t1z

41z

z
,

~5!

whereP5Zd0nd0 /ne0 , t5Ti /Te , andz5Zd0e2/aTe . The
rates of electron and ion capture by the grain are

ned5
ni0

ne0
n id5nd

ch P~t1z!

z~11t1z!
, ~6!

n id5nd
ch P~t1z!

z~11t1z!~P11!
, ~7!

which have been discussed by many authors@19,21,22,32#.
For simplicity, we assume that plasma particle loss is ma
due to volume recombination, and ambipolar diffusion is u
important, corresponding to intermediate plasma pressur

For the dust dynamics, we use the generalized viscoela
hydrodynamic model@5,16,18,25,29# given by

] tnd1¹~ndvd!50, ~8!

L~mdnd0] tvd1mdnd0nndvd1¹P2Zdend0E!

5~z14h/3!¹2vd , ~9!

whereL511tm] t , tm5tm(k) is the relaxation time, andh
and z are the shear and bulk viscosities, respectively. F
thermore, nnd'4mnNna2VTn /md is the effective rate of
dust-neutral collisions, andmn , nn , andVTn are the mass
density, and thermal velocity of neutrals@17#. The perturba-
tion dust chargeq̃d5qd2qd0 is governed by the charge ba
ance equation@32#

] tq̃d1vd]xq̃d1nd
chq̃d52uI e0uñe /ne01uI i0uñi /ni0 ,

~10!

where nd
ch5avpi

2 (11t1z)/A2pVTi is the dust charging
rate,VTi5(Ti /mi)

1/2 is the ion thermal speed,vpi is the ion
plasma frequency, andñ j5nj2nj 0 is the perturbation par
ticle number density.

The steady-state dust charge is found by equating
equilibrium microscopic electron and ion grain currentsI e0
andI i0 flowing into the dust. These currents arise becaus
a local potential differenceDwg between the dust surface an
the adjacent plasma. Accordingly, for a homogeneous
unmagnetized plasma with thermal ions and electrons
have
s

d

-

ly
-
.

tic

r-

e

of

d
e

I e052pa2e~8Te /pme!
1/2ne0 exp~eDwg /Te!, ~11!

I i05pa2e~8Ti /pmi !
1/2ni0~12eDwg /Ti !, ~12!

whereDwg is the potential difference between the grain s
face and the adjacent plasma.

The system of equations are closed by the Poisson e
tion

¹2w524pe~ni2ne2Zdnd!, ~13!

whereE52¹w is the electric field of the DAWs, andw is
the electrostatic potential of the waves. For a neutral plas
the charge neutrality conditionni05ne01Zd0nd0 holds in
the equilibrium state.

III. DAW DISPERSION RELATION

From Eqs.~1! and ~3! one obtains

ne05~n ion2ned!/beff and ni05~ned /n id!ne0 ~14!

for the stationary electron and ion densities. Assuming t
the wave perturbations behave like;exp@i(kz2vt)#, linear-
izing Eqs.~1!–~13! and taking into account Eq.~14! we ob-
tain for the dust charge perturbation,

Z̃d52
k2uI e0uw

4pe2ne0ñd
chH epd1

Zd0nd0

ni0h i

3Fvpi
2 2

n i
eff~2ned2n ion!vpe

2

he
G J , ~15!

where ñd
ch5nd

ch1ned5Bnd
ch with B511P(t1z)/z(11t

1z), epd512vpd
2 /„v@v1 i $hd(k,v)1nnd%#

2gdmdk2VTd
2
… is the dust dielectric function,hd(k,v)5(z

14h/3)k2/mdnd0(12 ivtm), gd is the adiabatic index, and
md5(]nP)T /Td0511u(G)/31G]Gu(G)/9 is the compress-
ibility @5#, and u(G) is the normalized correlation, or th
excess internal, energy of the system. For weakly coup
plasmas (G,1) or strongly coupled plasmas with th
Debye-Hückel form for the static structure factor under sp
cific conditions@5,16,29#, we haveu(G);2(A3/2)G3/2. In
practice,u(G) is often obtained by fitting data from Mont
Carlo or molecular dynamics simulations or experimen
For example, fitting the internal-energy data from a liqu
(1<G<200) simulation, one obtainsu(G);20.90G
10.95G1/410.19G21/420.8110.01G/N, where N is the
number of dusts in the system@5#. Other quantities such a
the transport coefficientsz(G) andh(G), and the relaxation
time tm(G) can also be so obtained. The forms of the lat
can be quite complicated, so that often simplifying mod
are used@5#.

We get from Eqs.~1!–~4!:

ve5
ik

ne
eff

ew

me
2

ikTe

mene
eff

ñe

ne0
, ~16!

ñe5
ek2ne0w

heme
, ~17!
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v i52
ik

n i
eff

ew

mi
2

ikTi

min i
eff

ñi

ni0
, ~18!

ñi52
ek2ni0w

h imi
1

n i
eff~2ned2n ion!k

2ne0ew

h iheme
, ~19!

wherehe5ne
eff(n ion2ned)1k2VTe

2 , h i5n idn i
eff1k2VTi

2 , and
VTe5ATe /me. We have assumed]Zd

ne,i
ch!ne,i

ch , so that the
variations in the rates of electron and ion capture by the d
arising from the charge fluctuations can be neglected@19#.

From the dust conservation laws~8!–~10!, we have

ñd52
k2nd0eZd0w/md

v@v1 i „hd~k,v!1nnd…#2gdmdk2VTd
2

, ~20!

and ṽd5vñd /knd0. Substituting Eqs.~15!, ~17!, ~19!, and
~20! into Eq. ~13!, one obtains the dispersion relation
DAWs in a collisional plasma:

epd1
vpe

2

he
je1

vpi
2

h i
j i50, ~21!

where j i5B@12(Zd0nd0 /ni0)(ned / ñd
ch)#5(B1P)/(P11)

and je5B2n i
eff(2ned2n ion)j i /h i . Note thatj i.1 sinceB

.1.
It is convenient to express the relation~21! as

vpd
2

v@v1 i $hd~k,v!1nnd%#2gdmdk2VTd
2

511
C

k2lp
2

,

~22!

where C5@tde1(P11)d i #/(P111t), de5k2VTe
2 je /he ,

and d i5k2VTi
2 j i /h i . For many dusty plasmas we havet

!1 andtde,(P11)d i , so that one can write

C;j i

k2lp
2

k2lp
21R ,

where we have ignored the electron contribution tolp , so
that C;d i and R5n idn i

eff/vpi
2 represents effective dissipa

tion. In many earlier studies, the weak-collision limitC51
was considered@25,26#. Here we are interested in collisiona
plasmas that are typical for laboratory studies of dusts
plasmas.

Normalizing all the time and space quantities by the
verse dust plasma frequencyvpd

21 and the average interdus
distance d, respectively, and introducing h* 5(z
14h/3)/mdnd0vpdd

2, k5d/lp , one obtains for the gener
alized DAW dispersion relation:

v~v1 innd!2gdmdk2ld
21 ivk2h* /~12 ivtm!

5~11Ck2/k2!21, ~23!

wherev, k, tm , nnd , etc. are now dimensionless, and t
dimensionless parameterC can be written as

C;
k2

k21Rk2
,

ts

n

-

where we have usedj i;1. The argument for this approxi
mation is threefold: first, forP!1, we haveB;1, so that
j i5(B1P)/(P11);1; second, forP;O(1), we have B
;11P/(z11);O(1), sothatj i5(B1P)/(P11);1; and
third, for P@1, we have B;P/(z11);O(P) since z
;O(1), sothat j i5(B1P)/(P11);2 and without loss of
generality we can usej i;1.

The quantitiesh* andtm clearly play important roles in
the dynamics of DAWs in dissipative plasmas with strong
coupled dusts. In certain parameter ranges it is possibl
construct approximate expressions from simulations, exp
ments, or simple theoretical models. For our purpose,
obtain from Table 5 and Fig. 33 of Ref.@5#

h* ;0.02AG, ~24!

which is from the one-component-plasma model and is va
for 10<G<200.

Writing v5v r1 iv i , we get from Eq.~23! the coupled
equations

2v i1nd
eff1

k2h*

~11tmv i !
21~tmv r !

2
50, ~25!

@11tm~2v i1nd
eff!#~v r

21v i
2!5D, ~26!

for the DAW frequencyv r and the damping ratev i . We
have introduced the dimensionless quantityD5gdmdk2ld

2

1(k21Rk2)/@k21(11R)k2#.
To complete the equations, thek dependence oftm is

needed. One can write@5#

tm~k!5tm~0!Y~k!, ~27!

wheretm(0)5(h* /ld
2)@12gdmd14u(G)/15#21. Assuming

a Gaussian distribution fork with the scalingk* , we have
Y(k)5exp@2(k/k* )2#. Thus,tm(k) decreases rapidly withk.
However, for numerical work it is often convenient@5# to use
the Lorentzian distributionY(k)5@11(k/k* )2#21.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

For the regime of strong dust coupling, Kaw and S
investigated both the hydrodynamic (uv r utm!1) and kinetic
(uv r utm@1) limits @25# without including dissipative and
charging processes (R50 andC51). We shall present here
a more complete picture solving Eqs.~25! and ~26! exactly.
Accordingly, we obtain

F 32~11tmnnd!F 21GF2tm
2 D50, ~28!

v i52
1

2 S nnd1
12F

tm
D , ~29!

v r
25D/F2v i

2 , ~30!

where F511tm(2v i1nnd) and G5tm
2 D1tmk2h*

1tmnnd . SinceD may be negative for strong coupling, the
is a lower cutoff fork in certain cases.

The properties of the DAWs in the strongly coupled r
gime can be made clearer by numerically evaluating E
~28!, ~29!, and ~30!. In Figs. 1–4 we show the DAW fre
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8504 PRE 62B. S. XIE AND M. Y. YU
quencyv r versusk for different values of the coupling pa
rameterG, the ratiok of the average interdust distance to t
plasma Debye length, the dust-neutral collision freque
nnd , and the effective plasma dissipative parameterR, re-
spectively. Without loss of generality we ignore the cont
bution of the electrons toC andR.

In Fig. 1, we plot the DAW frequencyv r versus the wave
vector k for G520, 60, and 200, atk50.2, nnd50.2, and
R51. We see that the effect ofG on the DAW frequency is
strongest in the short wavelength regime and there is alm
no effect fork<1. Multiple transition behavior in the DAW
dispersion at higherk values usually appears. For consta
tm @Fig. 1~a!#, we see that the first transition, a local fr
quency maximum atv5v r ,max 1, occurs atk5k1c;0.8, and
v r ,max 1 decreases withG. The second and third transition

FIG. 1. The real normalized frequencyv r /vpd versus the nor-
malized wave numberkd for G520 ~solid line!, 60 ~long-dashed
line!, and 200~short-dashed line! at k50.2, nnd50.2, andR51
for ~a! constanttm , and~b! k-dependenttm .

FIG. 2. Same as in Fig. 1, but fork5 0.2 ~solid line!, 0.8
~long-dashed line!, and 2.0~short-dashed line! at G520.
y

-

st

t

appearing at largerk values as a local frequency minimum
and maximum, respectively, vanish for largeG. When the
relaxation time isk-dependent@Fig. 1~b!#, the transitions in
the DAW dispersion tend to disappear sincetm and its effect
vanishes rapidly ask increases.

In Fig. 2, we plotv r versusk for k50.2, 0.8, and 2.0
with G520, nnd50.2, andR51. Here, we see that th
DAW dispersion depends strongly onk at all wavelengths
except fork→`. As k is increased, the first transition~a
local frequency maximum! occurs at lower frequencies an
eventually disappears, so that there is a fundamental cha
in the dispersion properties of the DAWs at long wav
lengths. Again, the second peak in the dispersion curve d
not exist if the relaxation time isk-dependent, and the DAW
at large k behave very differently fork-dependent and
-independent relaxation times.

In Fig. 3 we plotv r versusk for nnd50,0.2 and 0.8 for
G520, k50.2, andR51. Here, the DAW dispersion is

FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 1, but fornnd50 ~solid line!, 0.2 ~long-
dashed line!, and 0.8~short-dashed line!, at G520.

FIG. 4. Same as in Fig. 1, but forR5 0.1 ~solid line!, 1.0
~long-dashed line!, and 10~short-dashed line! at G520.
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PRE 62 8505DUST ACOUSTIC WAVES IN STRONGLY COUPLED . . .
strongly dependent onnnd at all wavelengths. Otherwise th
dispersion behavior is similar to that for thek-dependenttm
case, there is again only one local frequency maximum
decreases withnnd and occurs at smallerk values. The back
transition frequencyv r ,min increases withnnd and occurs at
smallerk values. The transitions tend to vanish asnnd be-
comes sufficiently large.

In Fig. 4, we presentv r versusk for R50.1, 1.0, and 10
at G520, k50.2, andnnd50.2. We see that the dissipatio
parameterR plays an important role on the DAW dispersio
only for k,1. It has almost no effect on shorter-waveleng
DAWs. For smallR, the result approaches that forC51,
when electron and ion capture by the dusts as well as c
sions can be ignored. In this case the long-wavelength D
dispersion relation becomes the same as that (v r;kcd ,
wherecd is the dust-acoustic speed! of the classical DAWs.
On the other hand, asR increases, the DAW frequency cu
off ~at k→0) v5vc also increases and approaches the d
plasma frequency (vc;1). This is not surprising since fo
large dissipation (R@1) the right-hand side of Eq.~22! is
nearly unity, so that the coupling of the dusts to the electr
and ions is lost, and only characteristic dust oscillations
main.

In Fig. 5, we present the imaginary partv i of the DAW
frequency versus the wavelengthk for several parameter val
ues used in Figs. 1–4. We see that for smallk one can hardly
distinguish the damping rates forR50.01,1.0,100. However
whenk is increased (k52), differences among the dampin
rates appear. We also see that theR dependence of the damp
ing rate is weak for both small and largek values.

Numerically, one can show that in general the parametq
decreases from 1 atk50 to a ~negative! minimum value at
somek, and then increases to 0 atk→`. Therefore in the
regime of smallk the damping of DAWs is mainly deter
mined by dust-neutral collisions. Furthermore, thek depen-
dence of the relaxation time also greatly enhances the da
ing of short-wavelength DAWs.

FIG. 5. The normalized damping ratev i /vpd versus the wave
vectorkd for ~a! G520, k50.2, andR50.01 fornnd50.2 ~upper
lines! and 0.8~lower lines!; ~b! G520, k52, andnnd50.2 for R
5 0.01, 1.0, and 100~lines from bottom to top!. The solid and
dashed curves are fork-independent andk-dependenttm , respec-
tively.
It

li-

st

s
-

p-

V. DISCUSSION

It is necessary to determine the physically relevant val
of R;n idn i

eff/vpi
2 , representing the relative importance

the ion-dust charging collision and the effective ion col
sions with the other particles. For typical gas discharge p
mas, say argon at intermediate pressures withTe51 eV, Ti
50.1 eV, andNn;531015 cm23, and assumingsen;1.5
310216 cm23 ands in;3310215 cm23 @21,22#, we obtain
nen;1.83107 s21 andn in;4.23105 s21. Further assuming
that ni0;1010 cm23 and ne0;0.5ni0, one obtains for the
electron-ion and ion-electron collision ratesnei;105 s21

and n ie;23104 s21. The ion plasma frequency isvpi;2
3107 s21. Thus t[Ti /Te50.1, P[Zd0nd0 /ne051, z;3,
B;1.25, j i;1. From the dust charging ratend

ch5avpi
2 (1

1t1z)/A2pVTi , one can obtainnd
ch;107a, wherea is the

dust size in micrometers. Thus,n i
ch;106a, n i

el;107a, so that
n i

eff5n ie1n in1n i
el1n i

ch;n i
el;107a for a>0.1 mm. Note

that n id;106a, so thatR[n idn i
eff/j ivpi

2 ;a2/40. It follows
that the valuesR50.1,1.0, and 10 in our numerical calcula
tions correspond to, for example,a;2,6, and 20mm, re-
spectively. It should also be mentioned that we have
glected the variation of the electron and ion capture~by the
dusts! rates arising from wave-induced fluctuations in t
average dust charge, and this assumption may not be a
cable for larger dust particles and higher ion densities@22#.
For example, forni0;1010 cm23 andZd0;5000, a dust size
of a<100 mm would be required, corresponding toRmax
;250.

It is of interest to compare our results with that of existi
experiments and weak-coupling theories. For convenien
we shall compare with the work of Pieper and Goree@14#
and use their experimental parameter values. Although t
experiment was under strong-dust-coupling conditions,
DAW dispersion relation from a weak-coupling theory
given by Eq.~2! of Ref. @14# seems to fit the experiment da
very well. This striking observation leads to many argume
and discussions invoking mechanisms such as dust shiel
@16,29#, the effect ofk @14,27#, the competition and transi
tion between the longitudinal DAWs and the dust latti
waves~DLWs!, or between the transverse shear waves
the DLWs @27,28#, etc. For the purpose of comparison, w
rewrite the generalized DAW dispersion relation Eq.~23! as

k25
1

H2v~v1 innd!
2~R11!, ~31!

where

H512S ivh*

12 ivtm
2gdmdld

2Dk2k2, ~32!

andk is now normalized bykD51/lp . The dispersion rela-
tion ~31! is in a form similar to Eq.~2! of Ref. @14#. In the
limit H51 andR50, Eq. ~31! reduces to the latter.

We solve the dispersion relation~31! numerically and the
results are given in Fig. 6, which corresponds to Fig. 2
@14#. The corresponding value of the dissipative parameteR
was estimated as follows. It is found thatZd0nd0;10728,
vpi;10829, n id;10021nd

ch;10627 for P*1, a;1 mm and
lp;1 mm ~note that ourlp is lD in @14#!. Furthermore,
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8506 PRE 62B. S. XIE AND M. Y. YU
since n i
eff;n i

el;10122n id;10729 for t&1, we obtainR
;1023 to unity. For typical gas dischargest!1, and we
assume that this is also valid in Ref.@14#. Since most elec-
trons participate in charging the dusts, we haveP*1. There-
fore we obtain for the maximum value ofR:

Rmax;1.631023S a@mm#

zlD@mm# D
2

,

where P510 and z5Zd0e2/aTe . For t;0.1, we havez

FIG. 6. The real (kr) and imaginary (ki) wave vector versus the
frequencyf 5v/2p from Eq. ~2! of Ref. @14# ~solid line!, and from
Eq. ~31! here ~dashed line, note that the parameters are dim
sional!. The squares and1 ’s are from the experimental data of Re
@14# for kr and ki , respectively.~a! G532, k50.15, vpd/2p
53.2, nnd51.22, lp53.85 mm, andR50.021; ~b! G511.4, k
50.18,vpd/2p54.6, nnd51.13,lp52.56 mm, andR50.040;~c!
G52400, k50.24, vpd/2p59.0, nnd51.00, lp51.19 mm, and
R50.20.
no

p

;0.18,0.20,0.19,0.96 andRmax;0.021,0.040,0.20,0.19, cor
responding to the experiments shown in Fig. 2 of Ref.@14#,
respectively.

In Fig. 6, we also show the results from the wea
coupling theory and the experiments@14#. Figures 6~a! and
6~b! show that the difference between the results of our
~31! and that of the Eq.~2! of Ref. @14# is hardly distinguish-
able. This is because at low dissipation (R!1) and smallk,
moderate coupling (G&32) introduces little modification to
the classical DAW dispersion. However, for highG*2400
the difference between the weak and strong coupling theo
is evident. Furthermore, the strong-coupling theory seem
agree better with the experimental results at low frequenc
In particular, there always exists a purely damped mo
when the frequency vanishes. On the other hand, forG
*2400 the validity of Eq.~24! may be violated. We did no
make a comparison for a case corresponding to Fig. 2~d! in
@14# since there theG value is too high for our fluid theory to
be valid.

In conclusion, using the viscoelastic hydrodynamic theo
with finite relaxation time, we have investigated longitudin
DAWs in a collisional plasma with highly correlated dust
A generalized formula for the DAW dispersion relation i
cluding the hydrodynamic as well as the kinetic regimes
obtained. It is shown that accounting for ionization and
combination, dust charging, as well as dust relaxation res
in a modification of the dispersion and damping properties
the DAWs. It is also shown that competing parameters s
as the Coulomb coupling parameter, the ratio of the interd
distance to the plasma Debye radius, and the dust-ne
collisional frequency strongly affect the behavior of th
DAWs. The competition of these parameters may also
plain why weak-coupling theories seem to work for strong
coupled dust systems. Furthermore, the multiple transiti
found in the wave dispersion depend sensitively on th
parameters. It is expected that the phenomena observed
can also occur for the newly discovered transverse m
@25,26,28# in strongly coupled dissipative dusty plasmas.
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